
October 22October 22ndnd, 2021, 2021
1pm - 5pm1pm - 5pm

UWA Farm ‘Ridgefield’, Lamard Road, Pingelly WAUWA Farm ‘Ridgefield’, Lamard Road, Pingelly WA  
(Field Day entry is via Lamard Road)(Field Day entry is via Lamard Road)

The Pingelly Merino Lifetime Productivity (MLP) Project site will host it’s annual Field Day with 
an inspection of the individual sire’s ewe progeny groups from both the 2016 and 2017 drops, 

along with their current results and presentations including:
Brett Jones   IntroductionBrett Jones   Introduction

Bronwyn Clarke   Bronwyn Clarke   Lifetime Production - Can we have it all? What are the trade-offs? Lifetime Production - Can we have it all? What are the trade-offs? 
Lessons & Observations from Pingelly’s cumulative production data.Lessons & Observations from Pingelly’s cumulative production data.

Nathan King   Nathan King   Classing at Pingelly - How it’s done and what’s happening over time.Classing at Pingelly - How it’s done and what’s happening over time.

Andrew Thompson & Sarah BlumerAndrew Thompson & Sarah Blumer  
Selection for $/ha not $/head - How can we measure it and what does it mean?Selection for $/ha not $/head - How can we measure it and what does it mean?

PINGELLY 2021 MLP FIELD DAY

REGISTER VIA: SHEEPSBACK.COM.AU/EVENTS/993

For more information contactFor more information contact
Bronwyn Clarke   0418 957 293   bronwyn.clarke@murdoch.edu.auBronwyn Clarke   0418 957 293   bronwyn.clarke@murdoch.edu.au

ASBV Workshop - Free Pre-Field Day Extra   10am-12pm - Lunch included 
Caris Jones will present the basics of what an ASBV is & how you might use it in your flock. 

Workshop RSVP ESSENTIAL via: 
E: admin@iconag.com.au   P: 9736 1055   SMS: 0428 927 034

https://sheepsback.com.au/events/993/


By attending this event, you agree to being photographed/filmed and that Australian Wool Innovation and its affiliates may use those images or  By attending this event, you agree to being photographed/filmed and that Australian Wool Innovation and its affiliates may use those images or  
recordings without compensation or notification to you on their websites or in their publications,  recordings without compensation or notification to you on their websites or in their publications,  

and promotional and marketing materials anywhere in the world.and promotional and marketing materials anywhere in the world.

REGISTER VIA: SHEEPSBACK.COM.AU/EVENTS/993

PINGELLY 2021 MLP FIELD DAY

Field Day entry is via Lamard RoadField Day entry is via Lamard Road

https://sheepsback.com.au/events/993/

